Attractive as it may be in theory, Washington should accept that under foreseeable circumstances and given the many impressive dimensions of rising Chinese power, it no longer has the option of broadly based Asian primacy. At the same time, the United States certainly has the national and alliance resources if adequately deployed to prevent Chinese primacy in the Indo-Pacific.

—ROBERT D. BLACKWILL
“Any one of these systems of order bases itself on two components: a set of commonly accepted rules that define the limits of permissible action and a balance of power that enforces restraint where rules break down, preventing one political unit from subjugating all others.

“Yet today this ‘rules-based’ system faces challenges. The frequent exhortations for countries to do their fair share, play by twenty-first-century rules, or be responsible stakeholders in a common system reflect the fact that there is no shared definition of the system or understanding of what a fair contribution would be.

“None of the most important countries which must build a new world order have had any experience with the multistate system that is emerging. Never before has a new world order had to be assembled from so many different perceptions, or on so global a scale. Nor has any previous order had to combine the attributes of the historic balance-of-power systems with global democratic opinion and the exploding technology of the contemporary period.”

—Henry A. Kissinger, World Order

“You never see the end of things when you’re in them.”

—Joseph Kanon, Leaving Berlin: A Novel

Introduction

Both the U.S. and Chinese governments are currently striving for illusionary primacy in Asia: Washington having possessed primacy for many decades and Beijing wishing to acquire it. Attractive as it may be in theory, Washington should accept that under foreseeable circumstances and given the many impressive dimensions of rising Chinese power, it no longer has the option of broadly based Asian primacy. At the same time, the United States certainly has the national and alliance resources if adequately deployed to prevent Chinese primacy in the Indo-Pacific. If both nations actively seek primacy in the region, the road will be open to sustained confrontation and perhaps even military conflict. As Henry Kissinger put it in his book Diplomacy regarding the period before World War I, “After the formation of the Triple Entente, the balance of power ceased to function. Tests of strength became the rule and not the exception. Diplomacy as the art of compromise ended. It was only a question of time before some crisis would drive events out of control.”
China’s Grand Strategy

The American national security elite have not entirely digested the profound implications of the rapid and extraordinary rise of Chinese power. To put it mildly, China is not just another of many major U.S. foreign policy problems. As Lee Kuan Yew observed, “The size of China’s displacement of the world balance is such that the world must find a new balance….It is not possible to pretend that this is just another big player. This is the biggest player in the history of the world.”

In that context, Beijing seeks to:

• replace the United States as the primary power in Asia;
• weaken the U.S. alliance system in Asia;
• undermine the confidence of Asian nations in U.S. credibility, reliability, and staying power;
• use the People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) economic power to pull Asian nations closer to China’s geopolitical policy preferences;
• increase PRC military capability to strengthen deterrence against U.S. military intervention in the region;
• cast doubt on the U.S. economic, political, and societal model;
• ensure U.S. democratic values do not diminish the Chinese Communist Party’s hold on domestic power; and
• avoid a major confrontation with the United States in the next decade.

A Revised U.S. Grand Strategy Toward China

Lee Kuan Yew also emphasized this regarding China, “How could they not aspire to be number one in Asia, and in time the world?” He further remarked, “Why not? They have transformed a poor society by an economic miracle to become now the second-largest economy in the world—on track, as Goldman Sachs has predicted, to become the world’s largest economy….They have followed the American lead in putting people in space and shooting down satellites with missiles. Theirs is a culture 4,000 years old with 1.3 billion people, many of great talent—a huge and very talented pool to draw from.” Put simply, “It is China’s intention to be the greatest power in the world.”

Not recognizing the clarity of Lee’s analysis and conclusions, successive U.S. administrations spoke routinely about a strategic partnership with China and an “engage and hedge” strategy against Chinese misbehavior. This mistaken approach continued long after Beijing had seriously misbehaved and when that hedging should have changed into something much stronger and more decisive to counter China’s threats to vital U.S. national interests. History is filled with such miscalculations, going back to the Romans, the Greeks, the Egyptians, and the Chinese, among others.

The necessity for a balancing strategy that seeks to limit China’s capacity to misuse its growing power, even as the United States and its allies continue to interact with China diplomatically and economically, is driven by the high likelihood of a long-term strategic rivalry between Beijing and Washington. China’s sustained economic success over the past thirty-odd years has enabled it to aggregate formidable power, making it the nation most capable of dominating the Asian continent and thus undermining the traditional U.S. geopolitical objective of ensuring that this arena remains free of hegemonic control. The meteoric growth of the Chinese economy, even as China’s per capita income remains behind that of the United States, has already provided Beijing with the resources necessary to challenge both the security of its Asian neighbors and Washington’s influence in Asia, with dangerous consequences.

Only a fundamental collapse of the Chinese state would free Washington from the obligation of systematically balancing Beijing, because even the alternative of a modest Chinese stumble would not eliminate the dangers presented to the United States in Asia and beyond. Even as China’s overall gross domestic product (GDP) growth
slows considerably, its relative growth rates are likely to be higher than those of the United States for the foreseeable future, thus making the need to balance its rising power important. In any case, Washington should hardly pursue a grand strategy based on the expectation that Beijing’s many domestic problems will render it incapable of contesting with the United States for leadership in Asia and beyond.9

Accordingly, the U.S. grand strategy toward China at its core would replace the central goal of integrating Beijing into the international system with that of consciously balancing its rise—as a means of protecting U.S. and allied security, reestablishing U.S. leadership in the global hierarchy, and promoting the strength of the liberal international order, which ultimately depends on the robustness of American relative power.

There is no better basis for analyzing and formulating U.S. grand strategy toward China than connecting that strategy directly to U.S. vital national interests, listed below, which are conditions that are strictly necessary to safeguard and enhance Americans’ survival and well-being in a free and secure nation.10

(Note how exceedingly rigorous this definition of vital national interests is. Most foreign policy issues on the front page of the New York Times and in the media do not meet these definitional requirements. While others routinely claim that America has vital national interests from Yemen to Syria to Taiwan to Afghanistan to the South China Sea, only five vital U.S. national interests today are listed here, consistent with the austere definition above.)

U.S. vital national interests are as follows:

1. Prevent the use and deter and reduce the threat of nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons and catastrophic conventional terrorist or cyberattacks against the United States or its military forces abroad;
2. Prevent the use and slow the global spread of nuclear weapons, secure nuclear weapons and materials, and reduce further proliferation of intermediate- and long-range delivery systems for nuclear weapons;
3. Maintain a global and regional balance of power that promotes peace and stability through domestic American robustness, U.S. international power and influence, and the strength of the U.S. alliance systems;
4. Prevent the emergence of hostile major powers or failed states on U.S. borders; and
5. Ensure the viability and stability of major global systems (trade, financial markets, supplies of energy, and the environment).

Instrumentally, these vital interests will be enhanced and protected by promoting U.S. leadership, military and intelligence capabilities, credibility (including a reputation for adherence to clear commitments and evenhandedness in dealing with other states), and strengthening critical international institutions.

These U.S. vital national interests, which are meant to safeguard and enhance Americans’ survival and well-being in a free and secure nation, would be potentially threatened by an Asia dominated by China.11

The Critics

Experts critical of this proposed grand strategy toward China likely fall into at least seven categories.

First, some will argue that China has no grand strategy. Although there may be those in Beijing who disagree with Xi Jinping’s current strategic approach, its dominating elements are not a mystery. Chinese officials insistently argue that the U.S. alliance system in Asia is a product of the Cold War and should be dismantled; that the United States’ Asian allies and friends should loosen their U.S. ties and that failure to do so will inevitably produce a negative PRC reaction; that U.S. efforts to maintain its current presence and power in Asia are dimensions of an American attempt to contain China and therefore must be condemned and resisted; that U.S. military power projection in the region is dangerous and should be reduced (even as the People’s Liberation Army continues to build up its military capabilities with the clear objective of reducing U.S. military options in the context of a U.S.-China confrontation); and that the
U.S. economic and political model is fundamentally exploitative and should have no application in Asia. To not take seriously official Chinese government statements along these lines is to not take China seriously. That Beijing does not hope to realize these policy goals in the short term does not reduce their potential undermining effect in the decades ahead. In short, if China were to achieve the policy objectives contained in these official statements, it would clearly replace the United States as Asia’s leading power. If that does not represent a PRC grand strategy, what would?

Henry Kissinger in A World Restored may be helpful in this regard: “For powers long accustomed to tranquillity and without experience with disaster, this is a hard lesson to come by. Lulled by a period of stability which had seemed permanent, they find it nearly impossible to take at face value the assertion of the revolutionary power that it means to smash the existing framework. The defenders of the status quo therefore tend to begin by treating the revolutionary power as if its protestations were merely tactical; as if it really accepted the existing legitimacy but overstated its case for bargaining purposes; as if it were motivated by specific grievances to be assuaged by limited concessions. Those who warn against the danger in time are considered alarmists; those who counsel adaptation to circumstance are considered balanced and sane, for they have all the good ‘reasons’ on their side: the arguments accepted as valid in the existing framework.”

Second, some may say that the analysis and policy recommendations are too pessimistic and are based on a worst-case appraisal of Chinese behavior. To the contrary, these conclusions are drawn from China’s current actions regarding its internal and external security, its neighbors, and the U.S. presence in Asia. Nothing is projected that is not already apparent in China’s present policies and strategic intentions. Nevertheless, this hardly represents the worst case if China began to behave like the Soviet Union, necessitating something a great deal more far-reaching and costly than an attempt to maintain balance.

Third, others might argue that China’s international behavior is “normal” for a rising power, that China is gradually being socialized into the international system, and that it is far too early for Washington to give up on comprehensive engagement and strategic reassurance toward Beijing. The issue here is how long the United States should pursue a policy toward China that is clearly not sufficiently protecting U.S. vital national interests. Kurt Campbell, former assistant secretary of state for East Asian and Pacific affairs in the Obama administration, has stressed, “We were always looking for deeper cooperation with China and attempts to have on-the-ground cooperation—for example, on aid or humanitarian support operations, we weren’t able to bring about; in military-to-military relations, on the diplomatic agenda, on aid, we found it very difficult to get meaningful results.”

Fourth, some may assert that China’s integration into the international system broadly serves important U.S. purposes, binds Beijing to a rules-based system, and increases the costs to the PRC of going against it and thus should transcend other Washington concerns about China’s internal and external behavior. Attempts to integrate China into international institutions will continue, and the United States will accrue some benefits from that activity. However, basing U.S. grand strategy primarily on Chinese global integration ignores the strategic reality that China has made far greater relative gains through such processes than the United States has over the past three decades. China has increased its national power in ways that could deeply threaten U.S. national interests in the long term. The United States needs to understand and internalize this disturbing fact and respond to such PRC international assimilation with much more robust American policies and power projection into Asia.

Fifth, critics may also say that the United States’ Asian allies and friends will never go along with the grand strategy outlined in this document. This concern seems to concentrate not on the merits of this strategic approach, but rather on its reception in the region. Our allies want to maintain ties with China, have increased U.S. capabilities in the region, have bolstered reassurance of American protection, and intensify Washington’s support for their own economic growth and security. The grand strategy outlined here advances all of these objectives. Indeed, the worry across Asia today is not that the United States will pursue overly robust policies toward China; rather, it is that Washington may not be up to the challenge of consistently and effectively dealing with the rise of China over the long term.
Sixth, a familiar concern is that if the U.S. treats China as an enemy, China will become an enemy. A recent declaration by more than one hundred prominent China and other foreign policy experts warned against “U.S. efforts to treat China as an enemy...” This worry is difficult to understand. No U.S. administration in the past half-century, including the current one, has treated China as an “enemy.” Moreover, over a nearly twenty-year period wherein Washington sought a strategic partnership with China, Beijing has implemented a grand strategy designed to undermine U.S.-Asian alliances, which has accelerated under Xi Jinping; used geoeconomic tools to coerce its neighbors and others, including more recently through the Belt and Road Initiative; violated international commercial practices, including committing massive theft of U.S. intellectual property; manipulated its currency for trade benefits; threatened Taiwan with invasion; built up its military forces to push the United States beyond Japan and the Philippines; constructed and militarized artificial islands in the South China Sea in violation of international law; systematically and brutally violated the human rights of its own people; and patiently and incrementally built its power and influence with the strategic goal of replacing the United States as the primary power in Asia. Who is treating whom as an enemy, or at least as a strategic adversary?

Seventh, the question arises regarding how China will respond to the U.S. grand strategy recommended here. Are not the risks of pursuing this grand strategy too great? One could certainly expect a strong Chinese reaction. But it is likely that Beijing would continue to cooperate with the United States in areas that it thinks serve China’s national interests—on the global economy, international trade, climate change, counterterrorism, the Iranian nuclear weapons program, North Korea (which cannot be managed without Beijing’s agreement), and Afghanistan. Put differently, a fit of pique by the Chinese leadership—hardly in China’s strategic tradition—would act in ways that damage its policy purposes and its reputation around Asia. In short, this strategic course in U.S. policy toward China would certainly trigger a torrent of criticism from Beijing because it would begin to systemically address China’s goal of dominating Asia, but it would not end aspects of U.S.-China international collaboration based on compatible national interests. Although there are risks in following the course proposed here, as with most fundamental policy departures, such dangers are substantially smaller than those that are increasing because of an inadequate U.S. strategic response to the rise of Chinese power.

U.S. Policy Prescriptions

1. The United States should revitalize the sources of its own national power, including skillfully managing its economy, modernizing its basic infrastructure, reforming the immigration system and entitlement spending, and addressing the serious political, economic, and societal divisions within the country. With the U.S. contest with China over international power and influence likely to be decades long, a prosperous and well-functioning America is the first requirement to ensure that the United States is well positioned not to lose that competition.

2. The U.S. should protect the integrity of its democratic institutions, both for the good of the country and to offer a powerful alternative model to China’s authoritarian archetype.

3. Washington should, in a measured way and, at best, through a bipartisan consensus, educate the American people regarding the nature and long duration of China’s challenges to U.S. vital national interests and democratic values.

4. The United States should avoid being diverted from the China question by other problems around the globe and should consider, in making virtually every foreign policy decision, its effects on meeting the China challenge. Decisions based on diplomatic, economic, military, or regional stovepipes are particularly dangerous in the comprehensive context of the rise of Chinese power. Although, of course, the United States has vital national interests in other parts of the world, perhaps a large sign that says “Think China” should be placed on the wall
of the White House Situation Room. As Friedrich Nietzsche observed, “Forgetting our objectives is the most frequent of all acts of stupidity.”

An American president who understood the China challenge would not pull the U.S. from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). An American president who understood the China challenge would not provoke trade dispute after trade dispute with the closest allies of the United States at a time when allied solidarity is an indispensable requirement to deal successfully and peacefully with a rising China. An American president who understood the China challenge would ask how NATO enlargement would likely affect Moscow’s interaction with Beijing and whether ever-closer Russia-China relations are consistent with U.S. national interests. An American president who understood the China challenge would wonder whether Washington should rush to impose long-term sanctions against Moscow when Russia annexed Crimea in 2014, thus helping drive Russia toward an alliance with China. An American president who understood the China challenge would ask if it is wise to continue the draining war in Afghanistan and U.S. military involvement in the Syrian civil war. And an American president who understood the China challenge would do everything possible to avoid attacking Iran and thus triggering America’s third long war since 2001.

5. Washington should intensify its diplomatic, economic, and military ties with its allies and partners across Asia. The United States cannot successfully compete with China over the long term as a solitary actor, as a unilateralist. Beijing recognizes that one of its great advantages in this strategic competition is how much time and attention Washington spends on challenges elsewhere. As China steps up its use of geoeconomic tools, its diplomatic reach and influence, and its military modernization, the price of U.S. absence or hesitance in Asia has never been higher.

6. The United States should substantially strengthen its military power projection into Asia, shifting resources from the Middle East and European theaters to improve the capability of U.S. military forces to effectively project power along the Asian rimlands despite any Chinese opposition. The United States needs more frequent and formidable naval activities, more robust air force deployments, and more capable expeditionary formations, as well as greater partner capacity, to reinforce its preeminent role in preserving peace and stability in Asia. This will allow it not only to conduct freedom of navigation transits, but also to seek to deter Chinese provocations, respond to regional crises, and reassure allies.

7. The United States should take the following steps in concert with its Asian allies and partners:

- **Japan.** The United States should continue to work with Japan, America’s most important ally in the world, to enhance the operational capabilities of the Japan Self-Defense Forces. In addition, the United States should upgrade its ballistic missile defense (BMD) interaction with Japan, reinforce Japan’s cooperation with other Asian allies and partners, and regularly and resoundingly signal that the United States will come to Japan’s defense if Japan is attacked.

- **South Korea.** The cornerstone of America’s relationship with South Korea is the shared commitment to defending the latter from North Korean aggression. In that regard, the United States should promote stability on the Korean peninsula by maintaining enough military forces there to deter provocative North Korean action, reaffirm its nuclear guarantees to South Korea, and enhance South Korea’s BMD capabilities.

- **Australia.** Australia is a linchpin of America’s Indo-Pacific strategy. Canberra should host more, and more frequent, deployments of U.S. military assets in the region. The United States and Australia should boost their partnerships on BMD, cybersecurity, intelligence gathering, and naval operations.

- **India.** Washington should greatly intensify technology transfers and enhance security cooperation with New Delhi. In particular, the United States should increase collaboration between the U.S. and Indian navies and continue to assist the Indian navy with modernization efforts to offset ambitious Chinese naval expansion.
8. Since strict reciprocity should encompass all dimensions of U.S.-China relations, Washington should continue to confront Beijing on its trade violations, which have been enduring and significant. China subsidizes state-owned industries, including its steel and aluminum companies, and the resulting overcapacity dramatically undercuts metals prices. It refuses to grant market access to U.S. and other firms across most of its economy. It steals U.S. intellectual property and advanced technology. It forces foreign tech firms that want to operate and sell goods in the country to work directly with Chinese firms and give them access to their secrets. It steals new technology from foreign firms inside China using cyber tools. According to the cybersecurity firm CrowdStrike, China was “the most prolific nation-state threat actor during the first half of 2018” and “made targeted intrusion attempts against multiple sectors of the economy, including biotech, defense, mining, pharmaceutical, professional services, transportation, and more.” These attacks have continued into 2019. Only the immediate fear of stringent U.S. retaliation will persuade Beijing to begin to cease and desist with its trade violations; as is obvious from more than two decades of policy failure, urbane U.S. diplomatic dialogue behind closed doors or public shaming on trade issues will not achieve what is necessary. As Kurt Campbell has stressed, “President Trump has basically received and gotten more Chinese leverage…by this brutal approach than we got by treating China as a partner and with deep respect.”

9. Washington should launch a national private and public effort regarding advanced machine reasoning, learning, and problem solving, which could define the future balance of authoritarian and democratic power, to ensure that the U.S. does not lose the artificial intelligence (AI) race to China and thus allow Beijing to shape AI ethical norms and technical standards.

10. Washington should recognize that neither its public rebukes nor its private entreaties are likely to change China’s domestic policies and practices, including its brutal human rights record, and fruitlessly advocating regime change in China is a recipe that would sharply accelerate the downward spiral in U.S.-China relations. Getting the right balance in responding to China’s pervasive human rights abuses is not easy given American values. Henry Kissinger observes in Diplomacy that, “No nation has ever imposed the moral demands on itself that America has. And no country has so tormented itself over the gap between its moral values, which are by definition absolute, and the imperfection inherent in the concrete situations to which they must be applied.” That torment regarding human rights and China will continue.

11. The United States should respond to Chinese cyberattacks with offensive cyber operations and stiff economic sanctions. China presents a persistent cyber espionage threat and an increasing attack threat to U.S. core military and critical infrastructure systems, such as power grids and financial networks, as well as to the American private sector. It must pay a serious price for these brazen cyber activities. Regarding the latter, so far, “U.S. policy still lacks a coherent approach to protecting critical digital assets outside of the government and, in most cases, relies on the voluntary participation of private industry.”

12. The United States should not seek a China-first approach to the region. Such a G2 bilateral focus would suggest a great power condominium that puts China at the center of U.S. strategy in Asia. Instead, the United States should embed its China policy within a larger Asia-wide framework, intensifying every one of Washington’s other bilateral relationships in the region. Deepening and diversifying contacts throughout Asia will allow the United States greater influence in the region’s affairs and greater capacity to shape China’s external choices.

13. The United States should work with its Asian alliance members and other partners to devise a set of policies to deal with China’s coercive geoeconomic pressures. This is especially important because for the next decade, the China challenge is most likely to be geoeconomic rather than military. Currently, Beijing pays no price for using its economic instruments to bully nations to acquiesce to its external objectives. To counter this, the U.S. should join the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), formerly known as the TPP, and launch a comprehensive campaign against such coercive Chinese policies, including those in the Belt and Road Initiative.
14. The United States should marshal its diplomacy with nations within the region, as well as those outside it (e.g., European countries that favor rules-based approaches, although this will require awakening Europe from its strategic stupor), to make progress on priorities such as world order, climate, free trade, regional security, and freedom of navigation.

15. The U.S. should attempt to initiate an extended conversation with Vladimir Putin and the Russian government on world order and the security of Europe and Asia. In analyzing threats to American security, Zbigniew Brzezinski warned that “the most dangerous scenario” would be “a grand coalition of China and Russia… united not by ideology but by complementary grievances.” Thus, the increasing Russian embrace of China is clearly not in the U.S. national interest, and it would be useful to introduce in Beijing the idea that Russia’s current bear hug may not be permanent. In that context, NATO enlargement should be over and done, and the U.S. should incrementally lift its sanctions against Russia regarding its annexation of Crimea in return for the end of Moscow’s interference in eastern Ukraine. Since it is inconceivable that Moscow will ever withdraw from Crimea, do enthusiasts for those sanctions want them to stay in place in perpetuity?

16. The United States, even as it looks for areas of cooperation with the PRC, should make clear to Beijing that any Chinese attempt to challenge fundamental U.S. national interests in Asia will be met by resolute resistance and will not advance Chinese grand strategy.

17. Washington, as it implements policies to deal with the threatening aspects of the rise of Chinese power, should construct a plausible path of classic diplomacy with Beijing that would seek to ameliorate the growing tension between the two countries. A supreme effort by both sides is necessary to avoid a situation of permanent confrontation, which could eventually lead to war, in particular over the issue of Taiwan, where tensions between Beijing and Taipei are on the rise.

If Washington and Beijing do not stop the downward turn in the bilateral relationship and lurch into prolonged intense confrontation or even conflict, the American and Chinese people would be the first to pay the price of this policy failure. Most of the rest of the world would soon join the suffering. Consequences would emerge for the United States’ and China’s formidable domestic challenges and national economies. Effects on the global economy would be devastating. Tension would dramatically increase throughout Asia, since no country in that vast region wants to have to choose between the United States and China. The effect on potential U.S.-China collaboration on climate change and other issues of global governance would be corrosive. Attempts to deal with the nuclear weapons program of North Korea and potentially that of Iran would fall apart.

In restricted private exchanges, U.S. and Chinese leaders should, first, candidly address how the application of their countries’ perceived national interests could be circumscribed and restrained to avoid U.S.-China confrontation. In what ways should world order be rebalanced, and with what set of mutually accepted international rules and practices? To be blunt, it is unrealistic to believe that in such a bilateral agreement only China would be required to make concessions. Without this sustained strategic dialogue to discuss what sorts of restraint are required, the future relationship between the United States and China looks exceedingly bleak, and a restoration of a stable world order seems highly unlikely. Although such extended high-level exchanges between Washington and Beijing will not end the strategic competition between the two, which will last for decades, they could help avoid worst-case outcomes. At this writing, there is reason to doubt that either side at present is capable of mounting a serious strategic dialogue, but what is the alternative to giving it a try?

However, for an intensified high-level bilateral dialogue between Washington and Beijing to be fruitful, the United States should first clearly establish that it is enhancing its military, diplomatic, and economic power projection into Asia, intensifying interaction with allies and friends and helping to build up allies’ military
strength—not just making speeches about U.S.-China strategic competition. Nothing less will convince Beijing that it has reasons, based on its national interests, to negotiate seriously with the United States. This will take some time, for Beijing will wait to see if Washington becomes distracted and diverts its attention to other lesser issues in the daily headlines, as is its wont.

Many of these suggested policy proposals are familiar and have been debated in public discourse in recent years. Thus, prescriptive familiarity is not the problem with respect to U.S. policies toward China and Asia writ large. Rather, it is that most such efforts have seen too little policy intensity and too little policy follow-through. As Leonardo da Vinci stressed, “I have been impressed with the urgency of doing. Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Being willing is not enough; we must do.”

Yes, Leonardo, with respect to the rise of Chinese power, we must do.
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